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Abstract-An equilibrium finite element method for 4th order elliptic problems with variable coefficients 
on convex polygonal domains has been developed. In the particular case of bending problems of elastic 
anisotropic/orthotropic/isotropic plates with variable/constant thickness, this new equilibrium method 
allows a simultaneous approximation to the displacement and the bending and twisting moment tensor. 
Error estimates for equilibrium finite element solution are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Refs [l-5] four different mixed finite element methods have been developed for the Dirichlet 
problem of 4th order elliptic partial differential equations with variable/constant coefficients, 
the biharmonic problem and the bending problems of elastic-anisotropic/orthotropic/isotropic 
plates with variable/constant hickness being particular cases of this problem, for which the 
mixed methods of [l-3] give a simultaneous approximation to displacement u, curvature tensor 
(u,,) and bending and twisting moment tensor ($&, and those of [4] and [5] allow a simultaneous 
approximation to displacement 1( and bending and twisting moment tensor (rl/&. In the mixed 
method of [5], the continuity of the normal bending moment M. at the interelement boundaries 
is required as in the mixed method of Hellan-Hermann-Johnson for the biharmonic problem 
[6-131. In [14] Fraeijs de Veubcke developed the equilibrium finite element method in which 
the continuity of both normal bending moment M, and Kirchhoff transverse force K,, is 
required at the interelement boundaries, [15] being a subsequent paper based on the general 
procedure developed in [14]. Hence, the equilibrium finite element method may be regarded as a 
natural extension of the Hellan-Hermann-Johnson mixed method for the biharmonic problem 
[7, 13, 161. 
The present paper is devoted to the development of such an equilibrium finite element method 
for the Dirichlet problem of 4th order partial differential equations with variable/constant coeffi- 
cients. This paper contains new results in this direction which were first announced in the research 
report [17]. In fact, for bending problems of anisotropic/orthotropic/isotropic plates with 
variable/constant thickness, this new equilibrium finite element method gives also a simultaneous 
approximation to displacement u and bending and twisting moment tensor ($,). Moreover, the 
equilibrium method [13, 161 for the biharmonic problem, which allows a simultaneous approxi- 
mation to displacement u, change in curvature tensor (u,~) (but not the “actual” bending and 
twisting moment tensor (I/&, i.e. further computation will be necessary to find bending and twisting 
moments), can be retrieved as a particular case from the general scheme developed in this paper 
by means of a suitable choice of the coefficients of the equation. Moreover, it was not known [16] 
whether for k > 3 the set (Xl) (see (5.35)) represents the degrees of freedom of tensor-valued 
functions @ h = (&)EV,, (see (5.5)), although it has been claimed in [16] that fork G 3, this set (El) 
does represent he degrees of freedom of @,,EV,, and the corresponding discrete Babuska-Brezzi 
condition (i.e. assumption A3) holds for k < 3. But this paper contains a very interesting result 
that for k 2 6, (Xl) does not represent degrees of freedom of @,,D,EV,, and consequently, the 
corresponding discrete Babuska-Brezzi condition (i.e. the assumption A3) does not hold for k 2 6. 
Finally, error estimates for the equilibrium finite element solution have been developed. 
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2. NOTAT ION 
Let ['/be a convex polygon with boundary F in R 2 and Hm(f/) be the Sobolcv spaces [18, 19] 
of integral order m >I 0 equipped with inner product (.,.)re, a, norm[l, l lm, n and seminorm I. l~,a 
such that H°(f/)= L~(fl), 
H~(fl) = {v :v ~ H'(fl), ?0v = v [r = 0}, 
H~(~) -- {v :v ¢ H2(~), y0v = v Ir = 0, ?~v -- (Or~On)It -- 0}, (2.1) 
where ~v/~n is the derivative of v in the direction of the exterior normal to F; 
~,~: H"( f l )~H "-~- ~/Z(F) are trace operators [18, 19], m = 1, 2; k = 0, m - 1; HI/Z(F), H~/2(F) are 
the fractional order Sobolev spaces of functions on F; H~'(£2)-= D([~) in the norm topology of 
H~(fl), m I> 0, D(i2) being the space of test functions on ft. 
For p > 2, let W0~'P(£1) be the Sobolev space [18, 19] defined by 
w~'"(f~) = {v :v ~ w" ' (c0 ,  ~oV = v l~ = 0}, 
such that Vp > 2, 
H2([I) ~ Wo~."(~) ~ Hob(f/), (2.2) 
with dense, continuous injections, and Vp > 2, 
H2(n) ~ W~.,(t~) ~ C°([~), (2.3) 
(2.2) and (2.3) being the consequences of the Sobolev's imbedding theorem [18-20]. 
3. THE CONTINUOUS VARIAT IONAL PROBLEM 
To the Dirichlet problem (P) defined by: for given f~L2(f0,  find u such that 
Au =f in  £~, Ulr = (Ou/an)lr=O, (3.1) 
where 
~2 { ~2 u \ 
(Au)(x)=~Oxl~aok,~)(x) - (a~,u.o)~,t (x)  in [2, (3.2) 
(in (3.2) and also in the sequel, the Einstein's summation convention has bee-, followed), we associate 
the following Galerkin variational problem (Pc) defined by: find u e H0:(Cl) such that 
a(u, v) = l(v), Vv eH~([I), (3.3) 
where the continuous, symmetric, bilinear form a( . ,  .) and the continuous linear form 1(.) are 
defined by 
a(v, w) = (Av, W)o.n = fa a#klV'#W'ktdfl' VV, W ~ H2([~), (3.4) 
= fofv dl'l, Vv eH0~(fl); (3.5) l(v) (f, I) )O, t2 
the coefficients a#kt satisfy the following conditions: V i, j, k l = 1, 2, 
(AI): a~le C°(~), a~l >1 0, a#kt(x)= aklo(X), VX e~;  but without loss of generality [21], we can 
always assume that V i, j, k, 1 = 1, 2; 
(AI'): a~l(x)= akl#(x)= aqtk(x)= ajilk(X), VX e~;  and in the sequel we will assume that (AI') 
holds; 
(A2'): 3~ > 0 such that a(v, v) >1 o~ II v II,~ ~, Vv E H0~(f~); 
(A2'): ~/~ - (~ll, ~22, ~12, ~2,)e R 4, with ~12 = ~21, 3~0 > 0 such that 
dqkl(X)~#~kt~CXo]l~ [] 4, VX E['~. 
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Remark 3.1 
In [21], sufficient conditions for (A2') to hold can be found along with interesting examples, and 
it has also been shown that (A2')=} (A2). 
Theorem 3.1 [21] 
Under the assumptions (AI)-(A2'), the problem (P~) has a unique solution. 
4. EQUILIBRIUM METHOD FORMULATION 
For the construction of suitable bilinear forms of the equilibrium method to be formulated, 
we prepare the following results. To every ¢ = (~tt, ~2, ~t2, ~2t) e~4 with ~t2---~2t, we associate 
= (~H, ~,  ~m)¢ ~ such that Vx ~f ,  
a~t(x )~t  = ~[A (x)] ~ w/> ~011 ~ I1~, I> ~0 II ~ I1~,, 
where a~#t satisfy (A1)-(A2"); ~r is the transpose of ~; [A(x)]¢.La(~3) is defined by: 
[- allu(X) al122(x)2a,,,~(x) l 
[A(x)] = [ a22v(x) a2222(x) 2a22,2(x) / = [A(x)] x, Vx eft. (4.1) 
m2a,21,(x) 2am2(x) 4a,2,2(x)J 
Proposition 4.1 
Vxef ,  [A(x)]e.Z'(R3), defined by (4.1) is symmetric, positive-definite, and its inverse 
[A - t(x)] e .W(~ ~) defined by: V x e f ,  [A (x)] [A - ~(x)] = L 
[ ~l,,,,(x) a.~dx) A.,~(x) 1[A - l (x ) ]  = A2211(x) A2222 (x) A2212(x)I-.~-[A-I(x)] T (4.2) 
A~2,,(x) A,m(x) A,m(x)J 
where ieLa(~3) is the identity matrix; for l<~i<~j<~2, l<~k<~l<~2, Aet=A~t o, is also 
symmetric, positive-definite. 
Proposition 4.2 [17] 
V x ~f ,  the symmetric [A *(x)] ~.£a(~) defined by: 
A..(x) 
[~*(x)] = | a~,,(x) 
l_2A,2u(x) 









i = I, 2, Ata, t(x)a~oa(x ) = 1, 2Amt(x)al~a(x) = 1, 
A~t(x)a,,~t(x)=O for i #m or j #m,  1 <~i <<. j <<.2, 1 <~m an <~ 2. 
(4.8) 
Vx~f,  V# =(~,,~22,~,2)eR ~, 3~, >0 (4.4) 
such that #[A*(x)]U ~> ~,II# II~,3. 
Now, define new functions Am~, Ao.2~, A2~u (1 ~< i ~ j  ~< 2) with the help of functions A~t in 
(4.2) as follows: A2121 = AI212 , Alj21 = A2I/j = A/jI2 , 1 ~< i ~<j ~< 2, f rom which, together with (4.2), 
we have: gx ~f ,  
Aokt(x) = Ak,o(x) = aa, u(x) = Auq,(x), Vi, j, k, 1 = 1, 2. (4.5) 
Proposition 4.3 [17] 
¥x ¢ f ,  ¥ ¢ = (~., ~22, ~,2, ~,) ¢ R4 with ¢12 = ~2~, V~ = (~., ~22, ~12, ~21) ~ R 4 with ~12 -- ~l, 
" Aukt(x ) a~, (x) ¢,~ ~kt = ¢0~/J; (4.6) 
Aijkz(x)¢0~kt I>~211 ~ I1~, with some ~2 > 0; (4.7) 
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Remark 4.1 
¥i,j, k, 1 = 1, 2, the functions AUkteC°(~), which follows from (A1) and the Proposition 4.1. 
Remark 4.2 
From (A1), a~t(x)>I 0¥x ~,  ¥i, j, k, 1--1, 2, but A~ are not positive-valued functions in 
general, i.e. there may exist some i,j, k, l = 1, 2 and some x ¢~ such that A~m(x)< O. 
Now, we define the following spaces: 
with H={O:O=(~bu),  1~<i,j~<2,2 t~ij6L2([~)' ~12~--'~21} } 
I I~ll~=ll~ll~,a = ~ 114~ull~,a, VOeH; 
i , j= l  
(4.9) 
W= W~o'P(~), p >2; Ilxllw=llxll,.~,a, vzew.  (4.10) 
Let Th be an admissible triangulation [20] of n into closed triangles T. Given a triangle T E Th 
with vertices {at.r}~. i and boundary dT and a tensor-valued function • = (dpu)~,s= 1.2 with dpue H~(T) 
and ok0 = ~bs~, 1 ~< i, j ~< 2, we define the "normal bending moment" M,(O), "twisting moment" 
M,,(~), "transverse shear force" Q,(¢), "Kirchhoff transverse force" K,(O), corresponding to the 
bending moment ensor field • along dT as follows: 
dg, t(O) M~(~) = ~pun,ns; Mn,(~P) =dpun, ts; Q~(~P) =dpo.,ns; K~(~) = dt + Q,(~), (4.11) 
where n = (n~, n2) is the unit exterior normal and t = (t~, t2) = (n2, -nO is the unit tangent along 
aT. Then, we have the following Green's formulae: 
Vq~u~H2(T), l<~i,j<~2, ~b12=~b21, Vz~H2(T), 
aX 
fr~,JX,,Jdr = - fr¢,.x,,dT + f,r(M~(#)~n +M~,(q')~)ds; 
= dpu.uZ dT + r n~(¢)-~n + M,,(O) ~ - Qn(~P)Z ds; 
= eu,0Z dT+ M,(O)~n -K~(O)X ds + ~ J~.r(O)x(a,.r), 
T i - I  
where 




1 ~<i ~<3. (4.15) 
Definition 
Let • ~H with ~bul r~H2(T) V T~ Th, 1 ~< i, j ~< 2. Then, M~(O) (resp. K,(O)) defined in (4.11) is 
said to be "continuous at the interelement boundaries" of the triangulation Th, if and only if for 
any pair T~, T2 of adjacent riangles of Th with a common side T~ fl T2, 
M~,(~lr,) =M,2(OIr 2) (resp. K~,(Olrt) = -Kn2(Olr2)) on TI fq T2=dT~ N~T2, (4.16) 
where ni = (n~, n~) is the unit exterior normal to the boundary dT,. of Ti, i = 1, 2. 
Now, we can define the admissible space of moment fields of the equilibrium ethod formulation 
as follows: 
Vf f i{~:~H,  dPo[rEH2(T), ¥T~Th, l <<.i,j<<.2, t 
Mn(O ) and K, are continuous at the interelement boundaries}, (4.17) 
2 
II~ll~v = Z ~ 11~,~II2,.T • 
i, j f f i l  TeT  h 
Obviously, we have 
very ,  11¢II.~<II¢,IIv; 
Proposition 4.4 [17] 
(i) ¢~ = (¢o'), ~ 
(ii) V ¢ = (~o) ~ 
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V ~ H, W ~, H0~(f/) with continuous imbeddings such that 
vzeW, llxll,.,~<~uollzllw forsome ao>O. 
i , j~2 ,  ¢~12~-~21, dPo~H2(Q), Vi, j= I ,2=* ,C~V.  
V, YxaH2o([l)fa ~b°L~d['l= ~ frC" ' X dT + 
T~ T h a~,r~No~ 
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where N h (resp. No,) 
(resp. f~). 





where Ao, t= Ao, l(x) are defined in (4.1)-(4.8); 
b(¢), Z) = -- ~ c~O,O z dT + ~., J,.r(C~)X(a,.r) , 
TeT h i f  1 
where Ji.r(~) are defined in (4.15). 
Proposition 4.5 
A(., .) and b(., .) defined by (4.20) and (4.21) are continuous on H x H and V x W respectively, 
i.e. 3 constants M > 0, m*> 0 such that 
IA(~',¢)I~<MII 9'llo.nll¢llo.n, V~',¢¢H, (4.22) 
Ib(¢,z)l<~m*ll¢llvllZllw, VCeV, VxeW. (4.23) 
Theorem 4.1 
(i) A(.,  .) defined by (4,20) is H-elliptic, i.e. 
3~2 > 0 such that 
3~ff > 0 such that 
(i) From (4.20) and (4.7), we have 
10,f/" 
(ii) The proof is given in [13] and [17]. 
Now, for the problem (PG) defined in (3.3)-(3.5), we can construct he problem (Q) of the 
equilibrium method under consideration as follows: find (~, 2)eV x W such that 
A(~V, (P)+ b0P, 2)= 0, V(P eV, (4.26) 
(Q): 
b(~V,Z) = -(f ,X)o,n, VXe W, (4.27) 
where A ( . , . )  and b( . , . )  are defined by (4.20) and (4.21) respectively. 
Theorem 4.2 [17] 
The problem (Q) has at most one solution. 
Since A(.,  .) is not a priori V-elliptic, the problem (Q) is not well-posed in general, i.e. the 
existence of solution of (Q) cannot be proved in general. But we have 
Vg~ el l ,  a(~, ~) ~ ~211 • II0Uo; (4.24) 
u b(¢, X) 
vxew, ~,vp iI-~-T~ >~ # II x IIo.,~. (4.25) 
(4.21) 
denote the set of all vertices (resp. all interior vertices) of triangles of T, in 
continuous bilinear forms: A(.,  .): H x H--. R; b(., .): V x W---} R as follows: 
(O~o)~H, (4.20) jn 
Ji, r(~)x(a~,r), (4.19) 
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Theorem 4.3 
If u be the solution of the problem (Po) such that u~H~(f~)NH4(~) and ai~lu~H2(~), 
¥i , j  = I, 2, then (W, 2) = (W, u)eV x W with W = (~u)~ i,j,~2, ~u = aUkt2~l is the solution of the 
problem (Q). 
Conversely, if(W, 2)~V x Wbe the solution of the problem (Q) with ~ = (~0), 1 ~< i, j ~< 2, then 
2 = u ~ H~(f~) is the solution of the problem (Pc) and 
~i: = a~kl2,kj = atjklU.kt, V i, j = 1, 2. (4.28) 
Proof. Let u ~ H~(f~) fq H4(fl) be the solution of (Pc) with a~tu.kj~ H2(t~), V i, j = 1,2, i.e. 
f a~:lu,uv.kt = (f ,  v >0.ta, v ~ (4.29) dt~ ¥ H02(f~). 
Set 2 = u; ~u = a~tu~t = aijklA.kl~H2(t~). Then, from Proposition 4.4, ~ ~V. Now, for A ~H02(fl), 
¥¢~V,  
b(*,2)- - - -~[frC/~j .o.2dT+~J~.r(*)2(a~,r) l=-fadp~2,o.df~ (from (4.19)). 
T~Th i~ l  
Hence, for (~', 2)~V × Wand ¥¢~V,  we have 
A(~', ~)+ b(~, 2) = fa Ai'k'(X)d/"(x)dPkt(X)d[2-- f~ ~b~(x)2.,~(x) dD
Thus, (~, 2)~V x W satisfies (4.26). Again, we have: V)~ sH~([l), 
b(~V, ~) = -fn~l,odfl = (from (4.29)) 
== (4.27) holds for ~veV and ¥~ ~H2(D). 
Since H~(~) is dense in WoLn(fl), p > 2, (by virtue of 2.2) and b(~ v, .) is continuous on W, 
(4.27) will also hold for all ~ ~ WoLP(~), p > 2, i.e. (~, 2)~V × W satisfies (4.27). Consequently, 
(~', 2)eV x W is a solution of the problem (Q) and its uniqueness follows from the Theorem 4.2. 
Conversely, let (~v, 2)eV x W be the solution of the problem (Q) with ~' = (~), 1 ~< i , j  <<. 2. 
Define ¢~* = (~t~0)~,~,~2 with ~b ~D(t~). Then, ~*~V. Since (~P, 2)~V × Wis the solution of(Q), 
we have from (4.26): 
V~b 6D(fl), A(~, ~*) + b(~*, 2) = 0 
-- o, v4, ~D(~)  
since D(fl) is dense in H~(fl). 
Since A~Ab#6~t6L2(fl), fl is a convex polygon, 2 6 Ho~(f~)fl H2(fl) [22] with 
A2 = A~t~/U6kt. (4.30) 
Again, choosing ~(~t ,~, .~,2  with ~D(~) ,  we have ~V,  ¥~D(t~) .  Then, for 
2 ~H2(fl) Iq H~([2), V~ ~D(fl), we have 
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b(~ 2)=-~ fr(7~o),o,~dr=-fo(M,)2dn T~ Th 
= fo $.:, an = -A(~, ~) 
=,VSeH'(~), fo2,$,dn= -[o(A..,O:.,)q~ dn 
fo I" ~ dr = - fo(a2)~ dn), (from (4.30)), =,V~ eli'(t3), - (A2)~ dta+jr n 
=~<?,2,?o~>o,r=O, V~ eHl(f~) 
=*712 = (a2 /an ) Jr = O, 
since 712, ?o~ eHI/2(F), and HI/2(F) = ?o(Hl(f~)). 
Then, 2en~(~)fqH2(~) with ~2 = 0~2 en02(D). Now, for (!P, 2)eV x Wwith 2 ~Ho2(fl), we 
are to prove (4.28), i.e. ~u= aqkt2ja, Vi, j = 1, 2. For this, we have from (4.26): for (~P, 2)eV x W 
with 2 e H2(fl), V ¢ = (¢o) e V, 
~oA.leU¢.,dn=fo¢.~.,jdn (by 4.19) 
=~ ffl (Aijkt~lij -- 2,kl)~kld['~ = O, V~ eV. 
Choose • = ($, 0, 0, 0), ~ = (0,¢,$,0), and • =(0,0 ,0 ,¢)  with $ eD(fl). Then 0 ,~ ~eV 
and we get: 
VcbeD(fl), fo(A,;.o,-2.)¢ dn--o, 
n(Ao.22d/~ - -  2,22) ¢ dfl = O, 
fO [(A#I2~/j- 2,12) + t,//# -- 2 21)] ~b dfl = 0 (a,~, 
~,Vk ,  l=  1,2, Aqkl$O--2~t=O, 
since Vk, l = 1, 2, Aukl$ ~ --2kteL2(~) and D(~) is dense in 
L2(t3)=,2~--- Aim$#, k, l  = 1,2 (4.31) 
=~ Vm, n = 1, 2, am,~2.k~ = a,,~tA#kt~ll# = ~kmn 
by virtue of (4.8), and (4.28) is thus established. 
It remains to show that 2 eH02(fl) satisfying (4.28) is the solution of the problem (Pa). For this, 
we have from (4.27), (4.28) and (4.19): 
--f  ~#X.~/clil -- -<f, Z>0.n =* f aq, t2.k,Z.,,dfl ----- <f, Z>0.a, VZ e Hg(fl) b(~, Z) jo vz e Ho'(n), 
with 
is the Solution of the problem (Po) by the Theorem 3. I. 
Examples 
Here, we shall consider only the biharmonic problem and bending problems of elastic aniso- 
tropic/orthotropic/isotropic plates with variable/constant thickness. 
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I. The biharmonic problem 
Choosing a0~l = 6~6jl, we get the biharmonic operator A _= AA and the corresponding bilinear 
form A ( . , . )  defined by: 
A(q', ~)= f 6~6jtq,,j4,ktd.= f q,,j4~ud. (4.32) 
which is H2(fl)-elliptic [21], and (A2') holds with ~t0 = 1. Then, the solution (T, ;t)~V x W of the 
corresponding mixed problem (Q): 
fn~oudp°dg~-~[fr~t"uAdT+~J"r(')2(a"r)]=O'r.rh ,=, Vq~V,  
which is the equilibrium formulation for the biharmonic equation given in [13] and [16], is 
characterized by ;t = u, ~' = (~u) with @u= 6~6jlu~t = u,u, Vi, j = 1, 2, where u ~H2(f~)NH4(~) is 
the solution of the associated problem (Po). 
Remark 4.3 
For a~ = 6~6y~, (A1) holds, but not (AI'), since a~ = akin, a~k~ a~t and a~ # a~k in general. 
Following [21], we can define new coefficients ~ = (a~kt + ay~ + a~uk + a~tk)/4 for which (A 1") holds, 
subsequent steps remaining unchanged. 
Remark 4.4 
The bilinear form (4.32) corresponds to that for the bending problem of isotropic plate with 
constant hickness, when Poisson's coefficient v = 0, bending rigidity D = 1 [see isotropic ase (iii)]. 
Then, 2 = u is the deflection of the bent plate and r = change in curvature tensor = bending 
moment tensor ~', but for v ~ 0, D # 1, r is not the bending moment tensor. 
IL Bending problems of elastic plates with variable~constant thickness 
In all the following examples, the thickness function h satisfies the following condition: 
h~C°(fi), h0 = min h(Xl, X2)>O such that heW2"®(~)[2]. (4.33) 
(xl,x2)Gt) 
(i) For anisotropic ase [21, 23] 
ati~ = Dti, a1212 ----- a122! = a2112 -~ a2121 = D~, a1122 -~ a2211 = DI2 , 
(4.34) ( 
d i l l2  ~ a l l2 l  ~--- all211 ~ a2111 ~ D l6  ~ d1222 ~ a2122 ~ a2212 ~ d2221 ~ D26 , .J 
where D 0 = B•h3/12 denote rigidities [23] having the properties: 
DlI,D22,D66>O, Di2-~VlDE2=V2Dll, 0~vi<1/2  ( i=1 ,2) , '~  
(4.35) 
J 0 ~< D~6 < (1 - v2)Dtl , 0 ~< D26 < (1 - v1)D22 , D I6  d- D26 < D66, 
Bus being the expression [23] given in terms of the elastic constants of the generalized Hooke's 
law for the anisotropic material of the plate, h satisfies (4.33) such that ¢o=a~u,k~eH2(f~) [2], 
Vi, j = 1, 2, when the solution u of (Po) belongs to H4(t~)n H2(t~). (A1)-(A2') hold [21] and a(., .) 
is H20(f~)-elliptic [21]. Then, the coefficients A~k~ are determined from (4.1)-(4.8). Thus, from 
(4.1)-(4.3), we have: 
A~ = 4(D~D66- D~)/IA(.)] (i #j) ;  
A12,2 ---- (D , tD22 - -  D22)/IA(.) J ,  
AI112 = 2(Dt2D26 -- DI6D22)/[ A (.) I; 
A 1122 = 4(DI6D26 -- D12D66)/IA (.)1; 
A2212 = 2(Dj6DI2 - DII D26)/ IA (.) l, (4.36) 
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where 
[A (x)l = det A (x) = 4[DlI(D22D~ - D26) + DI2(DI6D26 - DI2D66 ) + DI6(DI2D26 - DI6D22)](x), 
¥x ~n, (4.37) 
and then, all other A~jkt are determined using (4.5) and the corresponding bilinear form A (., .) in 
(Q) is given by: ¥~t', • eV ,  
A(~, #) = ~[{(D22D~-D2,6)@, ,  + (D,6D2~-Dt2D~)@22 
+ (DI2D26 - D~6D22)@,2} dpj, + {(D,6D26 - D,2D~) ~k,, 
+ (D,, D~ - m ~6) ~22 + (m,6D,2 - Dii D26) @12} Sn 
+ {(D,2D2~ - D16D22)$, , + (DI6D,2 - D,,D26)~b22 
+ (m,, D22 -- D122)~/,2} ~b,2] df~, (4.38) 
b( . ,  .) being defined by (4.21). 
The solution (~', 2 )eV  x W of (Q) is characterized by: i = u is the deflection of the bent plate, 
~' = (@v) is the "actual" bending moment tensor with bending moments @u in the x;-direction 
(i = 1, 2) and twisting moment ~/12 --~" ~/21, i.e. one obtains directly and simultaneously "u" and @~s. 
(ii) The orthotropic ase [21, 23-26] can be obtained from the anisotropic ase (i) by putting in 
(4.35)-(4.38), 
Dii = Di, 
D12 = v~D2 = v2D 1, 
D~ = D,,  
DI6 = D26 -- 0 
with 
Di = E~h3/(12(1 - 1.'1~2) ), 
Dt = Gh3/12, 
G = E, E2/(EI + (1 + 2v,)E2), 
ElY 2 ~- E2Vl, (4.39) 
E~, vj being Young's moduli and Poisson's coefficients (i = 1, 2). 
Then, the corresponding bilinear form A ( . , . )  is given by: 
fo [ ,  , ] "~(~'e)= D~(1 - v,v2) (0'~-v~022)4)~1-~ D2(l -  v:9(-v~O"+O~9~2+D,, 0'2~'2 d~, 
(4.40) 
and the solution (~, 2)e V x W is characterized by the deflection 2 and "actual" bending moment 
tensor ~ --(0u) as in the anisotropic ase (i). 
(iii) The results of the isotropic case are obtained from the orthotropic ase (ii) by putting in 
(4.39)-(4.40) E1 -- E2 = E and v, = v2 -- v and consequently, 
DI = D2 = D = Eh3/(12(1 - v2)) (4.41) 
with the solution (~,2)eV  x W still characterized by: 2 = u is the deflection, ~v = (@a) is the 
"actual" bending moment tensor. 
Remark  4.5 
The equilibrium method of [13] and [16] for the isotropic case (iii) gives simultaneously the 
deflection u and the change in curvature tensor x = (u~), but not the "actual" bending moment 
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tensor ~V ffi (¢,#) for which additional computations will be necessary using the formulae: 
~ktl = D(u.H + vu22), ~22 = D(vu:1 + u.22), ~k12 = D(I - v)u:2. (4.42) 
Remark 4.6 
If the "change in curvature" tensor (u.u) is to be determined then it can be easily done by using 
the formula (4.31), i.e. 
Vi, j = 1,2, U,ij= 2,ij= A~l~lkl 
with A~# t defined by (4.1)-(4.8). 
5. F INITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATION 
Let {4,} be the barycentric coordinates with respect o the vertices {a~.r} of a triangle Te Th, dT 
being the boundary of T, Th being the admissible triangulation i troduced earlier. Let Pk(T) be 
the linear space of restrictions to T of all polynomials in xt and x2 and of degree ~<k. Then, for 
k t> 2 define the set of all "bubble functions" of Pk+~(T), i.e. 
Bk+ i(T) = {q:q ePk+ ~(T), q lot = 0} = {q:q = 2~2223p,  E P~_2(T)} (5.1) 
is the set of all bubble functions of Pk+ l(T). 
Remark 5.1 
If we would have let k = 0, 1 in the definition of Bk+~(T), then B~+~(T)= 0 for k = 0, 1. 
Proposition 5.1 
For k i> 2, B~+ ~(T) defined by (5.1) is a linear space with dim B~+ ~(T)= dim P~_2(T). 
For k >I 1 we define the space of polynomials 
P'~+ ,(T) = P,(T) + B~ + ,(T) (5.2) 
such that for k = I, 
P~(T) = P,(T), (5.3) 
for k = 2, 
P*(T) = P~(T) + {212223~ } with • eR. 
Now, we introduce the following finite dimensional spaces: for k f> 1, 
Vh = (~h: ~h~V, ~h = (dPh#).t~ 1.j~2, ~bh#l r~ Pk(T), V T~ Th} 
Wh = {Xh :Zh ~ C°([~), Zh I re P*+ ~(T), V T ~ Th, Zh Ir ----- 0} 
such that 
Proposition 5.2 




dim W h ffi total number of interior vertices in f~. (5.8) 
(ii) For k t> 2, 
dim Wh ffi total number of interior vertices in f~ + (dim Pk- 2) 
X number of triangles in [~. (5.9) 
Now, we can construct he equilibrium finite element problem (Qh) corresponding to the 
continuous problem (Q) as follows: find (~v h, 2h)~ Vh X Wh such that 
A(~'h, ~h) + b(~h, 2h) = 0, V~:Vh,  (5.10) 
(Q): 
b(~'h, Zh) = --<f, Xh>o,n, VZh~ Wh, (5.11) 
VhcVcH,  Wh = W ~ H~([I). (5.7) 
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where A(.,  .) and b(., .) are defined by (4.20) and (4.21) respectively. We make the following 
important assumption (external eUipticity condition or discrete Babuska-Brezzi condition [8]): 
(A3): 3fl,>O such that ~s, uplb(cph'xh)lv, II~hllv ~>/~ Ilzhll0,,, VZhEWh. 
Remark 5.2 
It will be shown later that for a specific hoice of degrees of freedom for tensor-valued functions 
in Vh (see Proposition 5.3), the assumption (A3) holds (see Proposition 5.4). 
Theorem 5.1 [17] 
Under the assumption (A3), the equilibrium finite element problem (Qh) has a unique solution. 
Since the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the problem (Qh) have been established 
under the assumption (A3), now we shall show that (A3) holds, if we introduce the degrees of 
freedom for functions in Vh in a specific manner. 
Let Sh be the set of sides in the triangulation Th such that T~*~Sh (1~< i ~< 3) are the three sides 
of a triangle TE Th. YT~ Th define the linear space Vr as follows: 
Vr = {~h:~h = (q~h0),,~./,2, ~bh,2 =q~h2,, qbhe~Pk(T), Vi, j = 1, 2}, (5.12) 
where Pk(T) is the linear space of restrictions to T E Th of all polynomials of degree ~<k in variables 
x~ and x2, k/> 1. 
Then, 
Consider the set 
¢'h = (~hU) ~ Vr, 
Y~r={f r M,(¢h)qds, q~P(T*),l<~i<-3;fr K,(~h)qds, qePk_~(T*),l<~i~3; 
fr~bhobop eBk+,(T),p eP,(T)}, dT, b 
card (Y~r) = 3(k + 1) + 3k + 3k(k - 1)/2 = 3(k + 2)(k + 1)/2 = dim Vr. 
dim Vr = 3(k + 2)(k + 1)/2. (5.13) 




For 1 ~< k ~< 3, Y~r defined by (5.14) is Vr-unisolvent. 
Proof. For 1 ~< k ~< 3, the proof of the Vr-unisolvence of Y'r can be found in [16]. 
In [16] it has also been stated that for k > 3, there is no proof for the Vr-unisolvence of Yr. 
But recently the following result has been obtained: 
Lemma 5.2 
For k >/6, Y~r defined by (5.14) is not Vr-unisolvent. 
Proof It is sufficient o show that for k i> 6, 3 ~ '  = (~b~j) ~0 in Vr such that 
f M,(~)qds=O, qePk(T*), 1~<i~<3; 
f K,(~*)qds=O, qEPk_,(T*), 1~<i~<3; 
~ph~jb~/pdT=O, beBk+,(T), p¢P,(T). 
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Step I. For k I> 6, the following auxiliary set ~.* of linearly independent linear functionals on 
V r defined by: ¥0  h = (~o)  eVr,  
r M.(O~)qds, qePk(T?),l<~.i<~3; 
frK.(O*)q ds, ~Pk_~(T*), I ~< i <~ 3; q 
f (~.,~ + dT, b cB~+I(T), 
f (0*,z, + O~'~z~) b dT, b ¢Bb+,(T)~ is not Vr-unisolvent. (5.19) 
dr ) 
Since for k >I 6, 
k(k + 1) k(k + 1) 
card (Y.~) = 3(k + 1) + 3k + - -  
2 2 
= 3(k + l) + 3k + k(k + 1) < 3(k + 1) + 3k + 3(k - 1)k/2 -- dim Vr, (5.20) 
1~ defined by (5.19) is not Vr-unisolvent, and hence, for k >/6, there exists a nonzero 
Oh* = (~ j )eVr  (Le. 30~ = (~ j )  ~ 0 in Vr) such that 
f M,(O'Dqds=O, qeek(T,*), 1~<i~<3, (5.21) 
-? 
fr K.(ODqds=O, q~Pk_~(T?), 1~<i~3, (5.22) 
T 
fr(~b~'nj + dT= 0, b eBk+2(T), (5.23) ~l .~)b 
fr(~h*u, ~ + dT --- 0, b eBk+2(T). (5.24) ~*z2) b 
Step 2. For k >I 6, for any nonzero ~ -- (~ j )¢Vr  satisfying (5.21)-(5.24) 
M.(O~)ffiO on OT, (5.25) 
~bh*j,U = 0 in T. (5.26) 
Since M.(O~ I r?) ¢ Pk(T*), 1 ~< i < 3, from (5.21), the result (5.25) immediately follows, if we choose 
q = n. (o* l rZ) ,  1 ~<i~<3. 
Now, we prove (5.26), 
Then, choosing 
O* = (~b*j) eVr='(q~hn,i + 4~I,2)¢Pk-,(T). 
b -- ).1).223(~*11,1 + dP*l.2)~Bk+2(T), 
we get from (5.23): 
(~hll,I "F ~21,2)221/~223 dT = 0'~::~ ffll,I J¢" ~h21,2 -- 0 
since ;tl > 0 in ~, 1 ~< i ~< 3 ~ = int(T). 
Similarly, we get from (5.24): 
~bh12,t + ~bh22,2 -- 0 in T. 
in T, (5.27) 
(5.28) 
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Now, differentiating both sides of (5.27) and (5.28) with respect o xj and x2 respectively and 
then adding, we get 
~bh*j.~i ---- 0 in T. (5.29) 
Step 3. For k I>6, any nonzero 4"  =(~* j )eVr  satisfying (5.21)-(5.24) will also satisfy 
(5.16)-(5.18), i.e. for k >I 6, Xr defined by (5.14) is not Vr-unisolvent. 
For k/> 6, a nonzero O* = ($*j)~Vr satisfying (5.21)-(5.24) satisfies (5.16) and (5.17). So, it 
remains to show that such a nonzero O~' = ($*/)E Vr will also satisfy (5,18). For this, we write the 
left hand side of (5.18) as follows: 
- 
for b~Bk+j(T), i icR,  i=0 ,1 ,2 ,  ~htjbo(eo+~lx,+~2x2)dT 
--n0 ~,~b~/dT+~ ~*/box~dT +~ 2 ~b*Tb.ux2dT. (5.30) 
Now, for k I> 6, if each of the three integrals on the fight hand side of (5.30) vanishes, then for 
k >/6, any nonzero Of' -- (~ j )¢Vr  satisfying (5.21)-(5.24) will also satisfy (5.18). Hence, it is 
sufficient o prove that for k/> 6, for nonzero O~' - (~,~j)eVr satisfying (5.21)-(5.24), we have: 
rq~.~b,o.dT=O, b CBk+ ~(T), (5.31) 
rO~lb.,jx ~ aT  = O, b ¢Bk+m(T), (5.32) 
t~,ob.ox2dT = O, b fB,+I(T) .  (5.33) 
From the Green's formula (Corollary 4.1 in [17]) we have: ¥~h = (¢Ph0) with ~bho= dph:~P,,(T), 
m >I 1, Vb cBk+l(T), k I>2, 
First of all, we will prove (5.31). In fact, for k >I 6, for any nonzero O l  = (O~j)~Vr satisfying 
(5.21)-(5.24), we have (5.25)-(5.26). Then, the equality (5.31) follows from (5.34), (5.25) and 
(5.26). 
Now, we prove (5.32). Since * - * XlOhO- xmdp,/~¢Pm(T), ¥ i , j  = 1, 2, m = k + 1, from (5.34) we have 
for k i> 6: 
, c~b 
Since for k f> 6, for nonzero ~ '  = (O~)eVr  satisfying (5.21)-(5.24), we have 
M~((x, q~ hq)) - x~ t~,o.n,n/= 0 
by virtue of (5.25). Hence, for k I> 6 for nonzero 4"  - (~*~)e Vr satisfying (5.21)-(5.24), we have, 
from (5.26) and (5.23): 
f r --fr (xl O h21)'21"q- (x| O ~22)'22]b dT (t~/x,)bodT [(xl~b~'H),,, -~ (xl~12), l  2 --[- * 
Similarly, (5.33) is proved. Thus, we have proved that for k/> 6, ~ a nonzero O~ = (4~)sVr  
such that (5.16)-(5.18) hold, i.e. for k I> 6, I~ r defined by (5.14) is not Vr-unisolvent. 
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Proposition 5.3 \ 
For 1 ~< k ~< 3, the degrees of freedom (YI) for tensor-valued functions Oh -- (Oh0)¢Vh can be 
defined by the values of 
r7 Mn(ODq cts, 
rr K~(ODq ds, 
frdph#(g12223P)djq dT, ~Pk-2(T), P 
Proof. The result follows from Lemma 5.1. 
q~Pk(T*), 1<~i <~3; 
qEPk_,(T*), 1~<i~<3, 
q~P,(T); TETh. (5.35) 
Remark 5.3 
From I.amma 5.2, it follows that for k i> 6, (~I) defined in (5.35) do not define degrees of freedom 
for functions Oh ~ Vh, but for k = 4, 5 the problem is still open, i.e. it is still not known whether 
(~I) in (5.35) define degrees of freedom for functions OhCVh or not. 
Corresponding to (Y.I) given by (5.35), we define the linear operator IIh~-~(V, Vh) [13, 16, 27] 
as follows: VO ~V, IIhO eVh such that 
T" Mn(O -- l'lhO)q ds = 0, 
r7 Kn(O - II, O)q ds = 0, 
~T ~i j -- (IIh O )O( )h,~,2,~.sp ).oq dT= 0, 
q~Pk(T*), T*eSh, l~k~<3,  (5.36) 
q~Pk_,(T*), T*~Sh, l~<k~<3, (5.37) 
pEPk_2(T), q~PI(T), l<~i,j<~2, 2~<k~<3. 
(5.38) 
Lemma 5.3 [13, 17] 
Let IlhE.~a(V, Vh) be defined by (5.36)-(5.38). Then 
b(O--IlhO,)~h)=O, Vzh6Ws, V • ¢ V. (5.39) 
Lemma 5.4 [13, 16] 
For a regular family { Th} [20] of triangulations of [] and rl h ¢ £e(v, Vh) defined by (5.36)-(5.38), 
3 C* > 0 such that 
IIn, O IIv <.. c*  IlO IIv, VO~V. (5.40) 
Moreover, VO E(Hk+I(['~))4N V, 3C* > 0 such that 
I1¢ --IIhOllha<-..C*hk+~-llOl~+~.a, O<<,l<<,k + 1. (5.41) 
Proposition 5.4 
For the degrees of freedom (El) defined in (5.35), the assumption (A3) holds. 
Proof. Let Hhe~(V, Vh) be defined by (5.36)-(5.38). Then, from (4.25) and (5.40), .we have 
Ib(¢h, XDI Ib(n,¢, XDI Ib(O, XDI IIOIIv /~  sup >I sup = su 
• :v ,  I I¢ , l lv  ®or IlIlhOIIv ~ II¢llv Ilrl, Ollv >-" [Ix, ll0.a. 
Vgh6 Wh, from which the result follows with/J, = [3/C* > O. 
Corresponding to (El), we constructed Ilh~.~(V, Vh) tO prove that (A3) holds which in turn, 
assures the existence and uniqueness of the solution of (Qb). But conversely, we have: 
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If (A3) holds, then 3 a linear operator Uh~ L~(V, V~) satisfying: 
m* 
b(¢ - - r Jh¢ ,Zh) :0  , V¢6V,  Vz,6Wa; I I .n~¢' [ lv~--~- , l [¢[ Iv ,  




6. ERROR ESTIMATES 
(6.1) 
Then, for k = 1, we have from (5.3) and (5.6), 
Xh = Wh. (6.2) 
Let gh: W--,Xh be defined by: 
¥x~W~C°(D) ,  ghxeXh and (ghz)(ai, r)=z(ai, r), 1~<i~<3, ¥TeTh.  (6.3) 
Remark 6.1 
VX ~ W, ghz is the standard Lagrange interpolant of Z at the vertices of triangles Te Th. 
Proposition 6.1 
V¢'h~Vh, VX ~ W, 
I b(•n, Z -ghz) l  <<. l[ Oh][Vl}Z --ghz ]10.n, (6.4) 
where ghe.~(W, Xh) is defined by (6.3). 
Proof Since (Z -ghz)(ai . r )= 0,¥i = 1, 2, 3, V T6 Th, the result follows from the application of 
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to (4.21). 
Define 
Z(f )  = {q~ :q~ eV, b(q~, Z) = -<f ,  Z )o,n, Vz~W}, 
Z = Z(O) = {q~ :¢~ e V, b(q~, Z) = O, V x e W}; (6.5) 
Zh(f) = {¢~h: ~ ~ Vh, b(~h, Xh) = -- <f, Zh)0,a, VXh ~ Wh}, 
Zh = Zh(0) = {¢~h: ¢}h ~Vh, b(C}h, Xh) = 0, VXh~ Wh}, (6.6) 
Z and Zh lacing subspaces of V and Vh respectively, although Zh ¢ Z in general. But we have: 
Lemma 6.1 [13, 17] 
For 1 ~< k ~< 3, let (Yl) be the degrees of freedom of ~h~V~ defined by (5.35). Then, Zh c Z. 
Theorem 6.1 
For 0 < h < 1, let { Th} be a regular family of triangulations of D. Then, 3 constants C~, C2 > 0, 
independent of h, such that 
II ~ - ~,l l0.a ~< c~ II ~" - rk~e I[0.n; (6.7) 
ll,~ - ;~110.~ < C2(11 ~, - -ghg II0.o + II ~ - ~'hll0.a), (6.8) 
where (~P, 2)6V x W, (~Ph, 2h) eVh X W~ are the solutions of the problems (Q) and (Qh) respectively, 
II~ ~.~(V, V~), gh e A°(W, X~) are defined by (5.36)-(5.38) and (6.1)-(6.3) respectively. 
Proof From Lemma 5.3, ¥~ ~V, b(¢~- H~4~, g~)= 0, VZ~ W~. Then 
b(~V--rlh~',Z~)=0, V ~ e Wh =~ b (II~ ~, ~)  = b ( ~P, X~) f - ( f , zh ) , V ~ ~ W~ 
=~l-Ih~/~ 6Zh( f )  by (6.5). (6.9) 
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Since ~v,¢ Zh(f), ¥ Oh¢ Zh(f), ~vh - OheZh =" ~Ph -- OheZ by virtue ofthe inclusion Zh c Z (Lemma 
6.1). Then, b(~Ph - ~h, X -- Z*) = 0, ¥Oh~Zh(f),  VXh~ I41",. Hence, 
b(Wh -- ~h, 2 -- 2h) = 0, V4~eZh(f)=~.b(~Ph -- ribS, 2 -- 2h) = 0 (6.10) 
by (6.9). Again, from (4.26), (5.10) and (6.10) we have 
A(~' - ~P~, !Ph -- Hh!P) + b(~h -- Hh~V, ), -- 2,) = A(!P -- !Ph, ~ -- H~v) --0. (6.11) 
Then, from (4.22), (4.24) and (6.1 l), we have 
0~2 [I ~h -- l-lh qz I I o2,fa ~< .4 (I//h - l-lhlP, I/~ _ l'][ Ip) 
= A(  I// - -  I'Ih t//, I/'th - -  I ]s  q / )  - -  A (  ~p - -  ~'s, ~h - -  I-Is q~ ) 
= A( I / - /  - -  I l h l / / ,  41/I h _ l"lhlt rJ ) 
~l l  ~h - -  I lh  ~/' IIo,~ ~<M{I '/' - I I ,~  IIo, n.  (6.12) 
Now, from (6.12) and the inequality: II '/I - ~h Ii0.n ~< I[ ~ -- Ilh!/' I I0.a + II ~h -- II,~' I Io.a, the result 
(6.7) follows with C~ = (1 + M/~2)> 0. Now, we prove (6.8). From (4.26) and (5.10) we have: 
¥O,~Vh 
b (~h, 2h - 2) = A ('P - ~P,, Oh)=~ b(¢~h, 2h -gh  2) + b (Oh, gh), -- 2) ---- A (~ - ~Ph, ~h), 
¥ ¢~ ~V,, (6.13) 
where gh ~ -~(W, Xh) is defined by (6.1)-(6.3). Then, since for Hh ¢ .~(V, Vh) defined by (5.36)-(5.38) 
corresponding to (]gl) in (5.35), the (A3) holds, we have from (6.13): 
Pill ;th - gh,~ I I0.~ ~< 
I b(Oh, 2h -- g~;t) I
sup 
• h~v, 11 Oh I I, 
IA(~' - ~h,~h) l Ib(Oh,2 - g,2)l 
~ShU~h I1 4~h 11 v +- sup ~ov, 114~,ll v 
MII ~ - ~nll0.a + 112 --gh2 II0.o (by virtue of (6.4)) 
1 




=llAh --gnA II0.~ (6.14) 
Now, from (6.14) and the inequality: II 2 - Ah IIo.~ ~ II A - gh2 I[o,a + II Ah - gh '~ [ Io ,  t~,  the result (6.8) 
follows with C2 = max{l + 1/[31, M/[3~}. 
The final result is given by: 
Theorem 6.2 
For 0 < h < 1, let V h, Wh be the finite dimensional vector spaces defined by (5.5) and (5.6) 
corresponding to a regular family {Th} of triangulations of D and the degrees of freedom (Y.1) 
defined by (5.35). If the solution u~H~(fl) of the problem (Po) belongs to Hk+3(D)NH02(fl), 
1 ~< k ~< 3, such that a~tu~,lEHk+l(~), ¥ i , j  = l, 2, then 3 constants Ca and (?4 > 0, independent of 
h, such that 
II~e - ~ehll0.a~ C3hk+ll ~' Ik+l.~ (1 ~<k ~<3); (6.15) 
II& -Ahllo.o<'-.C4h2(l)¢12,n+l!Plk+t.o) (1 ~<k ~<3), (6.16) 
where (~,2)¢V x W is the solution of the problem (Q) with 2 =u,  ~P =(~b~j), 1 <~i,j<<.2, 
~u = aid, tub, t, ¥ i , j  = 1, 2; (~h, 2h)eVh X Wh is the equilibrium finite element solution of (Qh). 
Proof. For 1 <~ k ~< 3 let u ~Hk+3(fl)f3 Ho2(f~) be the solution of the problem (PG) with 
au,,t uc, t~ H k + ~(f2), ¥ i, j = 1, 2. Then, the solution (~',).) ~ V x W of the problem (Q) will have the 
regularity defined by: 
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2 = u ~ H k + 3(~) N Ho2(~), ~v = (~,j) ~ (Hk + t(L2))4, I ~< k ~< 3, (6.17) 
since ¥ i, j = I, 2, ~/u = a~12,,t= a~tu.,,,te Hk + ~(f~) by virtue of (4.28). 
Then, from (5.41), we have 
[J~--IlhqJ[lo.n <~ C*hk+l[~[k+l.a , l~<k~<3, (6.18) 
and the result (6.15) follows from (6.7) with Ca = CIC* > 0. Now, we prove (6.16). 
Since (ghA)lre P~(T), ¥ T ~ T,, 2 E H k + 3(~'~)f ')H~(f l) ,  1~< k ~< 3, we have the classical result [20]: 
112-g~Allo.a<<,Csh~lAI2.a, (?5>0. (6.19) 
Then from (6.8), (6.19) and (6.15), the result (6.16) follows with 
C4 = max {C2C5, C2C3} > 0. 
7. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
The following problems have been considered for numerical computations. 
L Biharmonic (Stokes) problem 
Au-AAu=f  in f~; Ulr=d~l =0; 
I 
oil I F 
data: f~ = (0, I) x (0, 1), n = f~ O F = [0, 1] x [0, 1], 
f (xl ,  x2) = 24(x2(xl - 1) 2 + x2(x2 - 1) 2) + 8(6x 2 - 6xl + 1)(6x 2 - 6x2 + 1), V(xl, x2)¢t2. 
The exact solution [16, 17] of the problem is 
u(xl, x2) = x~x2,(xl - 1)2(x2 - l) 2. (7.1) 
The results of the numerical experiment are given in Table 1. 
II. Bending problems of  clamped elastic plates 
O) Isotropic case [see (4.41), (4.39) and (4.40)]: thickness h -const .  
Au=DAAu=f  in l); Ulr=(~u/dn)lr=O; 
data: f l=( -1 /2 ,  1/2) x (-3/4,3/4),  t )=[ -1 /2 ,  1/2] x [-3/4,3/4], f=q =const., v =0.3, 
D ffi eh3/(12(1 -- v2)). 
The Timoshenko solution [25] of the problem gives 
u(O, O) = urq/D; ~kll(0, ) = flffq (i = 1, 2); ~H(1/2, 0) = Y~rq; ~22(0, 3/4) = )~2Tq, (7.2) 
where the values of Ur, flJr, 7~r (i = l, 2) are those given along with the results of numerical 
experiment for the isotropic case in Table 2. 
(ii) Orthotropic case [see (4.39) and (4.40)]: thickness h = const., 
Au ~DlU.III 1 -~- 2HU.l122-l- D2u.2222 =f in t); Ulr=(du/dn)lr=O; 
data: f~ = ( -  1/2, 1/2) x ( -3/4,  3/4), fl = [ -  1/2, 1/2] x [ -3/4,  3/4], f=  q = const., h = 0.01, 
v2 = 0.07, E~ =0.21 x 106, E2 = 0.16 x l&, G =0.84126 x 105 (all are to be taken in proper units 
of measurement). 
Table 1. Biharrnonic (Stokes) problem. ¢~a ffi rhu = ut,,u (i ffi I. 2), w k = -(rhu + r~.); 
kffi l 
No. of 
NDI = ND2 unknowns'[" uh(I/2, I/2) ~kH(I/2, I/2) XhH(0, I/2) OJh(I/2, I/2) 
2 25 0.005327 -0.07873 0.07473 0.1575 
4 129 0.003662 -0.06652 0.10991 0.1330 
6 313 0.003722 -0.06427 0.11846 0.1285 
8 577 0.003785 -0.06347 0.12136 0.1269 
Exact solution (7.1) 0.003906 -0.0625 0.125 0.125 
tCan be reduced using symmetry of the problem and considering one fourth of ft. 
C.A.M.W.A. 15/5--F 
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Table 2. Clamped isotropic plate problem, uh(O,O)= ~q/D, ~hn(0,0)= O~q (i = 1,2), 
~kh.(l/2, O) = ?~,q, ~z2(O, 3/4) = ?~,q, k = 1 
No. of 
NDI ND2 unknownst ~ ,8~h fl~ ?~h ?~ 
4 6 201 0.002256 -0.04181 -0.02230 0.06950 0.04894 
8 12 881 0.002200 -0.03799 --0.02077 0.07407 0.05504 
12 18 2041 0.002197 -0.03730 -0.02049 0.07494 0.05613 
Timoshenko solution (7.2) 0.00220 -0.0368 -0.0203 0.0757 0.0570 
(Otr) (fliT) (#2r) (YlT) (Y2T) 
?See note to Table 1. 
Table 3. Clamped orthotropic plate problem, u~(0, 0)= ~t°q, ~0,~l(0,0)= #Oq (i = 1,2), 
¢'h,(1/2, 0) = r ~°,q, ~n2(0, 3/4) = ~q,  k = 1 
No. of 
NDI ND2 unknowns? ~t ° fl~h #o 7o, yo 
4 6 201 O. 1342 - 0.04122 -- 0.01072 0.07197 0.04224 
8 12 881 0.1312 -0.03766 -0.01010 0.07661 0.04772 
12 18 2041 0.1311 -0.03699 -O.OlO00 0.07750 0.04886 
Szilard's results (7.3) 0.1416 -0.04115 -0.01631 0.07981 0.02702 
(~,) (#,,) (#~) (~,,) 0'~) 
?See note to Table I. 
Numerical values in Tables 1-3 are to be understood in proper units of measurement. 
The Szilard's solution [24] of the problem gives: 
u(0,0)=ct, q; ~; (0 ,0 )=/~q ( i=1,2);  ~bu(1/2,0)=?lsq; ~/22(0,3/4)=yz, q (7.3) 
where the values of ~ts, fl~, Yt, (i = 1, 2) are those given along with the results of the numerical 
experiments for the orthotropic case in Table 3. 
Remark Z1 
The results of Szilard (7.3) given in Table 3 are themselves not accurate, rather very crude 
approximations [24]. But these have been included here just for the sake of effeeting some 
comparison of the results of the numerical experiment for the orthotropic case. 
Remark Z2 
In all the numerical experiments, the following strategies have been adopted for the sake of 
simplicity and convenience in computation. 
(i) t) has been triangulated into isosceles triangles as shown in Figs 1 and 2. 
(ii) A new discrete probem (Q*) equivalent o the discrete problem (Qh) in (5.10) and (5.11) in 
certain sense has been constructed by relaxing the constraints of "continuity" of M~ and K~ across 
interelement boundaries of the triangulation Th in the definition of the admissible space Vh (5.5) 
with the help of suitable Lagrange multipliers, the space Wh (5.6) being the same for (Q~), and 
this new discrete problem (Q*) has been used for computational purpose. All the details of the 
(O l )  A " - (1  1 )  
( ° ' l )~ ,z  1'1) 
],x~ ] ,~  T ~ "x~ ~ ( ,2 _ xl 
1- (0,0) ( -i',01 (1,01 
Fig. 1. Biharrnonic case. ND1 = No. of subdivisions in Xm direction; ND2 = No. of subdivisions in x2 
direction. Here ND1 - ND2 -- 2; No. of triangles = 8. 












1 3 (-[, ~[} \ \  
\ \  
\ \  
\ \  
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Fig. 2. Isotropic and orthotropic cases. Here ND1 (see Fig. 1 caption) = 4, ND2 = 6; No. of triangles --- 48. 
construction of this new discrete problem (Q~'), the corresponding new admissible spaces, the 
reduction of (Q*) to matrix form and finally, the solution procedures involved in the numerical 
computations can be found in [17], but the details of computer implementations of this new scheme 
will be dealt with in a future publication of the authors. 
(iii) Only the points of t~ at which uh and ~'hii (i = 1, 2) attain optimal values have been considered 
in Tables 1-3. 
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